
concerned educators, activists and researchers?’ This is a question that those of us working in
similarly contested spaces might ask.

Protest as Pedagogy touches on a range of significant contemporary issues that will be familiar
to educators and researchers working with, in and at the intersections of Indigenous and envi-
ronmental education. A key strength of Protest as Pedagogy is in the narratives, which have a
potent and surprising outcome of highlighting resonances with my own activist, teaching, learning
and research experiences. In embracing and modelling métissage, Lowan-Trudeau narrates a pow-
erful work grounded in the experiences of teaching, learning and researching about Indigenous
environmental movements and issues that blends Indigenous and Western scholarship. It offers
multiple opportunities for Indigenous and non-Indigenous activists, educators and scholars to
reflexively consider their own teaching, learning and research practices in relation to these many
tensions and issues.

Protest as Pedagogy will have resonances for environmental educators and activist educators
who are interested in engaging critically with tensions and challenges in their teaching, learning
and research; those working towards Indigenous and environmental justice; those wishing to ex-
plore pedagogical possibilities of social movement learning and critical pedagogies of place; and
for educators reflecting on how to foster critical engagement in relation to environmental issues
with those they teach.
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Arts Programming for the Anthropocene

Bill Gilbert & Anicca Cox, Oxfordshire, England, UK: Routledge, 2018.

Reviewed by Shelley M Hannigan , School of Education, Faculty of Arts and Education, Deakin
University, Australia.

The book Arts Programming for the Anthropocene shares experiences and insights into field pro-
gramming where students can learn about art, culture and the environment with others in natural
environments or environments of social or cultural significance. The main objectives of the book
are to showcase the rich work of those engaged in five field-based art programmes that involve
environmental art, collaboration and social practices in transdisciplinary ways, to build a case for
field programming in the arts.

Because the field programmes are arts based, this book would be of primary interest to those in
art education but it would also be useful for policy makers, those in government or leading
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national curriculum development, who need educating about the value of arts education as a way
of teaching and learning in environmentally sustainable ways. I would also recommend this book
for those working in environmental education as it offers insights into the educational benefits,
challenges and values that field art experiences offers the field of environmental education.

Chapter 3 provides insights into programmes that challenge the conventional, institutional
ways of teaching and learning art from the ‘master’ to one where students have more control
and creative licence for their education. The authors share how this model enables faculty mem-
bers to become participants as both artists and as teachers. They suggest field-art programmes that
are not confined to one place (like an artist residency or a public art project in one location) but
rather where one can spend time in and with nature with others (including sharing meals and
accommodation) as field-based education opportunities.

We gain interesting and generous insights into the background thinking of the programme
organisers, such as how the programme directors’ own experiences in nature (tramping in new
Zealand etc.) have led them to realise the importance of field work, which they have in turn devel-
oped or translated for pedagogy relevant to their art student cohorts. They emphasise this model of
art education which is more aligned with socially engaged art practices, and move away from the
more traditional model of art education where students learn from the practices of a ‘master’. These
insights are useful for environmental educators as they show ways of challenging conventional mod-
els of education and promote those that are more socially informed, environmental and place based.

In chapter 4 institutional contexts are explained that show the different configurations of staff,
levels, discipline, the kinds of faculty make-up and qualifications of teaching and programming
staff for field-art education. As the authors rightly claim this ‘is useful in understanding some of
the interpolations in the programs between curricular and theoretical concerns as well as logistical
and organizational ones – it dictates both constraints and specific choices within the programs.’
(p.88). The expectations of teaching staff and research outputs determines the kind of work they
can do and therefore if and how they educate students in and through field art experiences (if it is
valued or can be supported by the faculty). This analysis would be interesting for those working in
higher education in arts areas as it shares how the positioning of a faculty with other faculties, and
staff experiences, backgrounds and qualifications as well as funding, and policies of institutions
can have an influence on field programme possibilities. For those working in environmental edu-
cation, the same educational management considerations would apply – if there are possibilities to
collaborate with the arts faculty, some transdisciplinary collaborations might take place where
environmental scientists and artists might come up with ways to research, learn and teach art-
science approaches such as the artist Carole Solvay in her arts-based investigations into feathers,
that have been written about by the ornithologist, Professor Richard O. Prum (Prum, 2019)

In Chapter 5, edited interviews are provided with programme coordinators and teachers who share
their stories and insights of the depth and complexities of their field programmes. These accounts are
inspiring as they show how the important work of being artists and engaging in the social, environ-
mental and/or cultural aspects of field art have driven the educators to mentor a new generation of
artists they teach. This seemed a very important point in the book, as without knowing these origins,
the field art programmes wouldn’t have eventuated the way they have (which is what the book is
about). On this note, the book’s relevance for environmental education would be the unique way each
programme explores environmental education through the lens of each field art programme.

Understanding how the programmes come about and shape up as detailed in Chapters 4 and 5,
could be useful for creative approaches to environmental education that include social, cultural
and art interactions. This type of pedagogy and content would be important for leaders seeking to
initiate education outside of institutional norms, collaborate across faculties and dwell in spaces
outside of educational institutions. The authors claim that the programme changes students un-
derstanding of the environment so it would be good to explore this further by seeing if environ-
mental educators can draw on some of these models for their own teaching and learning
approaches. and get feedback from their students to understanding these changes more.
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Overall the examples provided are varied. A number of them lend insight into environmental
education through experimental arts-based pedagogies. These reveal insights into environment
issues through students’ experiences in place, tuning into nature and natural phenomenon that
offer opportunities for change, activism and evolution in education possibilities. This, as the
authors point out, offers unique interdisciplinary opportunities for education such as knowing
ourselves, our community and our environments in more embodied and experiential ways.

I liked the way the book is structured chapters introducing field art concept and different proj-
ects, leading to Chapter 4 where research is presented to support the author’s claims. Interview
narratives offer important insights into the programme directors’ experiences and a case study
provides a deeper insight into one particular programme. These different perspectives result in
it being an insightful and engaging read.

I would recommend people read this book if interested in experimental pedagogy set in environ-
ments outside of educational institutions. The different angles that each chapter provides will leave you
with a good understanding of field art and provide you with some ideas about how you could go about
developing and implementing your own field art programme. If you are a student this book would
offer insights into ways in which you couldmanage your own field art projects and they different kinds
of forms they might take. For environmental educators not familiar with art approaches, this book will
provide some excellent examples of the thinking, embodied engagement with places and the kind of
possibilities for creative work that could emerge for teachers and students.
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